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The following duality theorem is proved: 
(A-‘(V) n C)O = tA(V0) + co, 
where V is an open convex O-neighborhood, C a O-vertex convex cone and A 
a linear weakly continuous mapping. 
The main consequences of this theorem are: 
(1) The Farkas lemma is proved in locally convex spaces. 
(2) A duality is defined between u-programs 
max(f, r), x E C n P n A-l(a - Q) 
(where C is a weakly compact convex, P and Q convex cones), and 
7-coprograms 
max - <u, a> -j&(w), ‘Au + wef+PO, UEQO 
(where o denotes the polar and j-,0 the gauge of -Co). 
* This paper extends the duality theory in the locally convex vector spaces. It 
includes, as particular propositions, those of Duffin [4]. Furthermore, o-programs 
and 7-coprograms are introduced. When the convex K is weakly compact it leads to 
Ben-Isra&l, Charnes and Kortanek results [3] in locally convex spaces. 
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It leads us to solve the problem of Ben-Israel, Charnes, and Kortanek 
in the locally convex spaces when K is weakly compact. 
(3) By covering the space with weakly compact convexes, we can 
define the covalue of a linear continuous program. It is equal to the subvalue 
of Duffin. Moreover, the program convergence is related to the dual co- 
convergence. 
(4) At last, Duffin’s duality is extended to the case of nonclosed convex 
cones. 
Only locally convex spaces and O-vertex cones are considered in this paper. 
I. THE MAIN THEOREM 
I. ~-THEOREM 1. Let E and F be two topological vector spaces, E’ and F’ 
their topological duals, A a continuous linear map for the a(E, E’) and u(F, F’) 
topologies, V a convex open, O-neighborhood ofF and C a convex cone in E. Then 
(A-l(V) n C)O = tA(V”) + Co. 
Proof. (a) We shall prove that (A-l(V) n C)O is the convex weakly 
closed hull of A-l( V)O u Co. In this proof this weakly closed hull is denoted by 
;(A-l(V)O u Co) or more simple by 2. 
Note that (A-l(V) n C)O is convex and weakly closed. Also 
(A-l( V))O u Co C (A-l(V) n C)O 
since (A-l( V))O and Co are included in (A-l(V) n C)O, thus 
?((A-l( V))O u Co) C (A-l(V) n C)O. 
We shall now prove that (A-l(V) n C)O C Z. Let f~ (A-l(V) n C)O and 
f$ 2. Then there is a x0 in E such that (f, x0> < - 1 and (g, x0) > - 1 Vg E c 
[l, Chapter II, Section 5, Property 41. 
Thus, x0 E A-l(V), otherwise let us separe Ax, and V [l, Chapter II, 
Section 5, Theorem I]. There is u EF’ such that (u, Ax,) = -1 and 
(u, v) > - 1 Vv E V. Thus, u E V” and (tAu, x0) = - 1. This is contra- 
dictory, because $Au E E, tA(Vo) C (A-l(V))O [l, Chapter II, Section 6, 
Property 61 and one has (g, x0) > - 1 when g E Z. 
Likewise x0 E C. Since if x0 6 C there is y  E E’ such that (x,, , y) < - 1 
and (x,y)>--1 VXEC, thus, ~ECO=CO and (g,x,)>-1 VgEC”, 
which is absurd. 
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Hence x0 E A-l(V) n C. The closed convex sets being the same for all the 
locally convex topologies consistent with (E, E’) x0 E A-l(V) n c (where 
CT denotes the closure of C for the Mackey topology). Thus, x,, E A-i(V) n CT 
([2], Chapter I, Section 1, Property 5) for A-r(V) is a o-neighborhood for 
the Mackey topology, A being weakly continuous. 
One has (f, x) >, - 1 on A-l(V) n C. Thus, (f, x) 3 - 1 on A-l(V) n C 
which is contradictory with (f, x0) < - 1. 
(b) ;(A-l(V)O u Co) is included in A-l(V)O + CO and one has the 
equality, if C is a convex cone: (A-l( V)O u Co) C (A-l( V))O + Co for 0 E Co 
and 0 E (A-l( V))O. Hence, $(A-l( V))O u Co) C A-I( V)O + CO. Moreover, if 
C is a convex cone, let be f E (A-l( V))O + Co. It follows that f = fi + fi , 
(fi,x) > -1 Vx’xA-l(V) and (fi,x) 20 VXEC. Then (f,x) 3 -1 
VX E C n A-l(V) and f c (C n A-l(V))O = ? by (a). 
(c) (A-l(Ir))O = tA( YO). tA( V”) C (A-r(V))O is obvious. Let 
f~ (A-l( V))O and f 6 tA( V)O. Then th ere is x0 such that (f, x0) < - 1 and 
(g, x0) > - 1 Vg E tA( V”) for tA( V”) is weakly compact in E’. I f  x0 $ A-l(V) 
one separes Ax, and V like in (a), then there is u E V” such as (u, Ax,) = - 1, 
i.e., xtAu, x,,) = - 1, which is absurd for (g, x0) > - 1 Vg E tA( VO). Hence, 
x0 E A-l(V). But (f, x0) < - 1 is contradictory with f E (A-l(V))O. 
(d) By (c) A-l( V)O + Co = tA( V”) + Co = tA( V”) + Co for tA( V”) is 
weakly compact [5, Chapter I, p. 131. By (b) and (a) the theorem is proved. 
1.2-Consequences 
1.2.1. Let E and F be two topological vector spaces, P and Q convex 
cones in E and F, A a weakly continuous linear map of E into F, f an element 
of E’ and a an element of F. 
COROLLARY 1. There is u E Q” such as tA(u) = f if and only ;ff is Iowerly 
bounded on A-l(Q + W) where W is a suitable convex o-neighborhood of F. 
Proof. E being a convex cone and Q + Wan open convex o-neighborhood 
of F, one has (A-l(Q + W))O = fA((Q + W)O) by Theorem 1. 
Moreover, (Q + W)O = Q” n W”. In fact, (Q + W)O C Q” and 
(Q + W)O C W”. Conversely, if f E Q” < f, x 3 0 Vx E Q and if 
fc WO(f,y) 2-l VIEW. Thus, (f,x) > -1 QXEQ and YEW. It 
follows that f  E(Q + W)O. The condition is necessary. If  there is u EQO and 
tA(u) = f  then f  6 tA(Q” n W”) with W = {x 1 (u, x> > -I}. Thus, 
f  E (A-l(Q + W))O and f  is lowerly bounded on A-l(Q + W). The condition 
is sufficient, if f  is lowerly bounded by b on A-l(Q + W), where W denotes a 
convex o-neighborhood of E, f is lowerly bounded by -1 on A-l(Q + V) by 
choosing V = W/l a 1 with a = inf(- 1, 6). 
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Hence, f~ (A-l(Q + V))O = tA(QO n I/O) and there is u E Q” such as 
tA(u) =f. 
COROLLARY 2. There is u E Q” such as tAu - f  E PO and M >, (u, a) 
if and only if there is a convex o-neighborhood of F, W such as 
C-f, W E (Ail(W + Q) n p x R’)‘, 
where A, is the map (x, t) E E x R -+ -Ax + ta E F. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, we have 
(A;l( W + Q) n P x RR+)’ = tA,( W + Q)” + P” x R+. 
The assertion follows, as in Corollary 1, for tA,(u) = (--tA(u), (u, a)). 
1.2.2. The notations are the same as in 1.2.1. Moreover, let W be a 
convex o-neighborhood of F. 
COROLLARY 1. ThereisuEQOn-WOsuchas tAu-ffP”ifandonlyif 
Qx E P, Vy E F satisfying Ax - YE - Q one has (f, x) <j&y). 
Proof. I f  there is u E Q” n - W” such as lAu - f  E PO, for all x E P and 
yEFsuchasAx-ye-Q,onehas 
for 
(f, x) - j,(y) < (tAu, x) - (u, y) = (u, Ax) - (u, y> < 0 
j,(y) ~.iwo(u> 2 <up Y> and j-w.(u) < 1. 
Conversely, suppose that Qx E P and Vy EF, satisfying Ax - YE - Q. 
One has (f, x) < j&y) and that there is no u EQO n -W” such as 
tAu - f  E PO. Hence, f  # tA(QO n - W”) - PO. By Theorem 1, 
f  4 (A-1(& - W) n (-P))“; thus, 3x E P, y  E W such as Ax - YE - Q and 
{f, x) > 1. But, it is contradictory with the fact that (f, x) ,( jw(y). 
COROLLARY 2. There is u E Q” n -W” such as tAu - f  E PO and 
(u,a) <~ifandonlyifVx~PandyEFsatisfyingAx-yya-Qonehas 
<f, x> -j,(y) < k 
Proof. Let u EQO n -W” such as tAu - f  E PO and (u, a) < CL. It 
follows by Corollary 1, Qx E P, Vt > 0, Vy E F satisfying Ax - ta - ye - Q 
one has (f, x) - tp < jW(y). Thus, taking t = 1, the first assertion is 
proved. 
Conversely, suppose that Qx E P, Qy EF such as Ax - y  E a - Q, we have 
<f, x> -My) < II- Hence, Vx E P, Vt 2 0 Vy G F. Ax - ta - YE - Q 
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implies (f, x) - tp -j,(y) < 0. It is obvious when t # 0. If  t = 0 it 
suffices to prove that Ax - YE - Q implies (f, x> - j,(y) < 0. 
Let XEP and ~EF such as Ax-ye-Q, (f,x)-j,(y)=ol>O. 
Hence, 
vt > 0 .4(tx) - (a + ty) E a - Q 
and 
<f, tx> -j&a + ty) 3 t[(f, x> -&WI -id-4 
Thus, for t sufficiently large (f, tx) -j&-a + ty) > p. This is impos- 
sible. Hence, there is u EQO n - IV0 such as tAu -f E PO and (u, a) < p 
by application of Corollary 1. 
II. U-PROGRAMS AND ‘dOPROGRAMS 
II. 1 -DeJinitions 
II. 1.1. The set m = (E, P, C, f, A, a, Q, F) is called a a-program if E and 
F are topological vector spaces, C is a convex set in E containing 0, compact 
for the weak topology cr(E, E’), P (resp. Q) is a convex cone in E (resp. F), 
f a linear continuous form on E, a and element of F and A a linear weakly 
continuous map of E into F. 
We shall call domain of the o-programm n the subset of E: 
D = P n C n A-l(~ - Q). 
Its value is then supzED(f, x) in w. 
Then, one can associate to the a-program r, the problem: 
SUP<f, x)9 Axsa -Q, XEPnC. 
11.1.2. The set Z-* = (E, P, f, A, a, W, Q, F) is called a T-coprogram if E 
and F are topological vector spaces, P (resp. Q) a convex cone in E (resp. F), 
f a linear continuous form on E, a an element of F, W a convex o-neighborhood 
of F for the Mackey topology T(F, F’) and A a linear, weakly continuous map 
of E into F. 
The subset of E x F, D* = ((x, y) 1 Ax - y  E a - Q, x E P} is called 
the co-domain of the T-coprogram T*. 
Its co-value is then 
SUP [<f, x> -id391 in R, 
(x,YkD* 
where j, notes the gauge of the neighborhood W. 
4091461 I -6 
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One can then associate to the T-coprogram n* the problem 
SUP<.L x> - iw(YL Ax-yya-Q, x E P. 
11.1.3. A T-coprogram 6* = (F,‘, Q”, -a, -tA, -f, -Co, PO, EC’) is 
called a dual of a o-program x = (E, P, C, f,  A, a, Q, F) if F,’ and E,’ are the 
topological duals of F and E given with (F, 8”) and (E, E’) consistent topo- 
logies. 
6” is a 7-coprogram because -Co is a convex o-neighborhood of E,’ for 
the Mackey topology, and --tA is a linear weakly continuous map of F,’ 
into E,‘, because - tA is the adjoint of a weakly continuous map. 
Note that every dual of a a-program has the same codomain and the same 
covalue. 
A dual of a r-coprogram n* = (E, P, f,  A, a, W, Q, F) is a u-program 
6 = (F,‘, Q”, - W”, -a, - tA, -f, PO, E,‘) where EC,’ and F,’ have the same 
signification as above. 
This definition is consistant since the polar of a convex o-neighborhood of 
F for the Mackey topology is weakly compact in F,‘. 
II.2 Duality Theorems 
THEOREM 1. A r-coprogram rr* has the covalue M zf and only zf its duals 
have the value -M. 
Proof. Let 6 be a dual of n* = (E, P, f,  A, a, W, Q, F). To say that 6 has 
the value -M is equivalent to: 
Since, by Corollary 2 of 1.2.2, 
inf{~~3u~Q”n-Wo,tAu-f~Po,(u,a)<~} 
a 
where D* denotes the codomain of r *. Thus, to say that 6 has the value -M 
is equivalent to V* has the covalue M. 
DEFINITION. n = (E, P, C, f, A, a, Q, F) is said to be closed if P and Q 
are closed convex cones. 
THEOREM 2. A closed u-program has the value M rf and only zf its duals 
have the covahe -M. 
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Proof. rr is a dual of any one of its dual since PO0 = P, QOO = Q and 
Coo = C. Thus the assertion follows from Theorem 1. 
11.3-Dual Complementary Relations 
11.3.1. Let r = (E, P, C,f, A, a, Q,F) be a closed u-program, M its 
value, S* a dual of m whose codomain is D* and 4 E D (domain of r) such as 
(f, a> = M. 
PROPOSITION 1. VE > 0 there is (u, W)E D* such that: 
(1) (4 a> +j4(w) - E < U, 6, 
(2) - E < (24, AS - a) < 0, 
(3) E < (w, a> -j-&w) < 0. 
Proof. Since S* has the covalue -n/r, by Theorem 2 of 11.2, VJE > 0 there 
is (u, w) E D* such as 
04 a> +&&9 - 6 < (f, 2). 
Moreover, V(u, w) E D* one has 
(4 tAu) + (4 w> 3 (f, 2). 
But 
(u, a> 2 <% tAu) and j-,(4 3 jco(4 *.i,w 2 (2, w> 
for 4 E C. Thus, 
(up a> +i,o(w> - 6 < (9, tAu) + (a, w) \( (u, a) +jpco(w). 
Thereofre, 
0 < (u, a) +j-,,(w) - (tAu, a) - (w, 2) < E. 
Since (u, a) - (tAu, 2) and j&w) - ( w, x are positive expressions (2) “) 
and (3) are proved. 
11.3.2. The notations are the same as in 11.3.1. Moreover, let v  be the 
mapping: h E F + v(h) = sup~(f, X} under the constraints 
Ax-ash-Q, xsPnC, 
and (G the mapping 0 E I$!+ + #(fl) = sup&f, x> under the constraints 
Ax--a--Q, XEPn BC. 
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Finally, (u, w) E D* is said a c-solution of S* if 
(u, a? + j&(w) - E -C M. 
PROPOSITION 2. VE > 0 there is a e-solution of S*, (u, w) such as: 
VhcF v(h) - ~(0) < <u, h) + E, 
voER+ W) - ?w) < (fl- l)i&@9 + E. 
Proof. VE > 0 there is a +solution (u, w) such as 
1cI( 1)= do) > (u, a> + j&(W) - E. 
Moreover, Vh E F 
v(h) d (u, a + h) + i&4, 
since (u, w) is in the codomain of 6 *. It follows from the definition of the 
covalue that 
Hence, 
#(fl) < 04 a> +jt-soo(w). 
and 
v,(h) - do) < (u, h) + 6 
4(h) - $0) < (0 - l)L&4 + E. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let B0 E R+, 8, < 1 such as #(&,) = 4(l). Then V/E > 0 
there is a e-solution of 6* satisfying j-&w) < E. 
Proof. Let E > 0 and (u, w) a ol-solution of S*, with 01 = ~(1 - 0,). 
Hence, (u, a) + j._,,(w) < M + 01, and it follows from Proposition 2 
0 = 4(0,> - 11,(l) <j&(W) . (0, - 1) + 01. 
Therefore, j-,,(w) < a/(1 - 0,) = E. S ince 01 < E, a or-solution is a .+solution. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Under the same hypothesis as in Proposition 3, if there is 
(u, w) ED* such as (u, a) + j&o(w) = M, one bus j-&w) = 0. Moreover, if 
j&o is a norm, M is the minimum value of (u, a) under the constraints 
tAu-fEP”, UEQO. 
Proof. Let (u, w) E D* such that (u, a) + j-&w) = M. Hence, (u, a) 
is a c-solution of S* VE > 0. It follows from Proposition 3 that j&(w) = 0. 
Ifj-co is a norm w = 0 and (u, a) = M. 
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III. PROGRAMS AND COVALUE-DUAL COMPLEMENTARY RELATIONS 
3.1 -DeJinitions 
3.1.1. Continuous linear programs. Let E and F be vector spaces, P and Q 
convex cones of E and F, f a linear form on E, a an element of F, and A a 
linear map of E into F. Then the set (E, P, F, A, a, Q, F) is called a linear pro- 
gram. Moreover, if E and F are topological vector spaces, f a continuous 
linear form, A a weakly continuous linear map of E into F (i.e., continuous for 
o(E, E’) and a(F, F’) topologies, where E’ is the topological dual of E), the 
set (E, P, f ,  A, a, Q, F) is called a continuous linear program. If the cones P 
and Q are closed, the program is said to be closed (see Section 2.2). 
3.1.2. Value. The program v  = (E, P, f, A, a, Q, F) is said to be con- 
sistent if a E A(P) + Q. 
When a program is consistent its value is defined as M = sup(f, x) for 
N E P n A-l(a - Q). The set D = P n A-l(a - Q) is called the domain 
of the program. 
We say that the program is convergent with the value M if there exists 4, 
R E D, such that (f, ~2) = M. 
3.1.3. Covalue. Let 7 = (E, P, f, A, a, Q, F) be a continuous linear pro- 
gram, and V the filter base on F of convex o-neighborhoods. The set 
D* = {(x, w)/Ax - w E a - Q, x E P> is called the codomain of the pro- 
gram V. 
Let us denotej, the gauge of V. We define the covalue of n by 
inf sup [(f, x) - jdw)l. VEY (s,w&D* 
Moreover, n is said to be coconvergent if there exists V, E V such that 
3.1.4. Dual. Let PO and Q” denote the polar convex cone of P and Q, 
[I, Chapter II, Section 6, No. 3, Property 41, and tA denote the adjoint of A, 
[l, Chapter II, Section 6, No. 41. 
A continuous linear program S = (F,‘, Q”, -a, - tA, -f, PO, E,‘), where 
E,’ and F,’ are topological dual spaces of E and F, (given with (E, E’) and 
(F,F’) consistent topologies), is called a dual of 
n = (E, P, f,  A, a, 8, F). 
The value of S is M’ = sup(u, -a) for u E .4 = Q” n tA-l(f + P”). 
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3.2 Duality. 
3.2.1. THEOREM. The program r = (E, P, f,  A, a, Q, F) has the covalue 
(coconvergent of covabe), M, if and only if one of its dual programs 
6 = (F,‘, Q”, -a, - tA, -f, PO, E,‘) 
has the value -M, (convergent of value -M). 
Proof. The polars of open convex o-neighborhood of E cover E,‘, with a 
family v  of weakly compact subsets [I, Chapter IV, Section 21. Thus, the 
value -M of 6 is 
-M = sup max - (u, a) = sup max - (u, a) 
VET ufdn v  V'EY u~AilnV" 
(notice also that d n I/O is weakly compact). Hence, it follows from the 
theorem of duality Section 2.2 that 
whence 
SUP max - (4 a> = ~5 - Cxs~j~p*L(fj x> -.idwN 
V~lyucAnV~ 
which implies 
M = inf sup [<f, 4 - j-d41. BE-Y (r,W)ED* 
The assertion is proved since I’ and -I’ are convex o-neighborhoods: 
Now if -M = + 00, for every A > 0, there exists a o-neighborhood I’ E 9’” 
such that 
u~~~o l-u, a> > A. 
It follows obviously from the above proof that 
At last we have to see that if -M = ---co the program maxUE&,“O - (u, a) 
is empty for every I’, and, thus, Vv, 
SUP [<f, x> -i-&41 = +a. 
(s,w)ED* 
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The final assertion is clear, since “8 convergent” implies -M = - (22, a) 
with zi E V, V E 7; hence, in is coconvergent, and conversely. 
COROLLARY 1. The closed program n has the value M, if and only ;f  one 
of its dual programs has the covalue -M. 
Proof. It follows immediately from the above theorem, since the dual of 
the dual program is the program rr itself. 
3.2.2. THEOREM. The covalue of a program is the same for every topology 
consistent with the duality (E, E’). 
Proof. The covalue of a program is also the value of the dual program 
(Theorem 3.2.1.), which is independent of the topologies. 
3.2.3. THEOREM. The covalue of a program 7~ = (E, P, f, A, a, Q, F) is 
also 
id{cc/3 v E v: (-f, p) E (A;l( v + Q) n P x W"l 
~~~i~f{~/--A~+ta~V+Q,~~P,t~~+~-<f,~)+t~~-l} 
Proof. Let M be the covalue of r, then the value of its dual S is -M 
(Theorem 3.2.1.), which is equivalent to 
M = ink{+ E Q”, tAu - f  E PO, (u, a) < p}. 
Hence, it follows from Corollary 2 (Section 1.2.1.) that 
M = id{p/3V E V: (-f, M) E (A;l(V + Q) n P x R*)“j. 
At last noticing that the two expressions of the theorem are equal, the proof 
is completed. 
3.3-Dual Complementary Relations 
THEOREM. Let rr be a closed linear continuous program, D its nonempty 
domain, and A* the codomain of its duals then there exists for every E > 0, 
(i&G) E A*, S? E D and V a convex closed o-neighborhood of F’, such that: 
(1) (6 a> +jpw - 6 < (f> a>; 
(2) --E < (a, Af - a) < 0; 
(3) 0 < - (25, a> +j&q ,( E. 
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Proof. The value of 7r is M implies that there exists 2 E V” (I’ being a 
convex o-neighborhood of EC’) such that M - (c/2) < (f, 2) < M. The dual 
program of max,,cn,&, x) has the covalue ---CL, -iU < -CL <. -M + ~12. 
Hence, there exists (6, ti) E d * with 
completing the proof of (1) with P = - I’. 
On the other hand, for any (u, w) E d *, we have (2, tAu) + (a, w) > (f, a) 
since f  E P. Let us remark now that 
(4 u> d <u, a> and i-,(w) >i.(W)~“c@.) 3 ($9 w> 
since 5 E V”. Thus, it is clear that 
0 < (~2, a) +jp(ti) - (2, tAzi) - (9, Z;) < E 
and, therefore, relations (2) and (3) are proved (ti, a) - (2, tAd) and 
-(a, 6) + jp(&) being positive expressions. 
Moreover, if M = + co, for any A > 0, there exists B E V” such that 
A < (f, 9). The program max,,,,,o(f, x) has a value (Y 3 A, it follows 
from the above proof that there exists (fi, ti) E A * such that 
whence 
A < (4 a> + jp(f$ - E S (f, 9 
and the other relations as upon. 
IV. COVALUE AND SUBVALUE 
4.1-De$nition 
4.1.1. Let m = (E, P, f, A, a, Q, F) be a continuous linear program 
and Y the filter base of convex o-neighborhoods of F, the program rr is said 
to be subconsistent if 
a e n A(P) +Q + V, i.e., aEA(P) t-Q. 
VEY 
When n is subconsistent the family of sets D = P n A-l(a + V - Q) form 
a filter base D, on E. The upper limit on R off according to the filter base 
D, is called the subvalue of the program r [4]. 
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4.1.2. Remark. (I) Th e subvalue is also the least upper bound of the 
cluster points of the filter E,, which is the image of the filter D, under f. 




[2, Chapter VI, Section 5, Theorem 31. 
4.2-Equality of the covahe and the subvalue 
4.2.1. THEOREM. The two following assertions are equivalent: 
(i) The covalue of the program QT is M E ] - GO, + CO]. 
(ii) The subvalue of the program n is ME]--• + co]. 
Further “n is subconsistent and has the covalue -CO” is equivalent to “rr has the 
subvalue -co.” 
Proof. (a) Let us denote 
(Y = inf sup <f, x>, 
vd xePnA-‘CatV--I)) 
then to prove that the subvalue is lower than the covalue we have to show 
that VE > 0, VWE “tr, 3(%, 6) E D* with 
01 - E < (f, $1 - jdd) < cx~FD* [(f, 4 - j&)1. 
In order to obtain it, let us assume that n > 2/r, n E N, and consider W/n; 
hence, 
implies 34 E P n A-l(a + (W/n) - Q) such that 01 - (c/2) < (f, a), and 
there exists also 6 E (W/n) such that AS? E a + B - Q. Finally j,,,(6) < 1, 
implies jW(d) < (l/n) < (c/2) and 01 - E < (f, 2) -j,(S), completing the 
proof of (a). 
(b) Conversely, we have to prove now, denoting 
thatV~<l,QV,S34,9~Pwith,%--~<(f,~)andA4~a-Q+ V.There 
exists by the definition of /?, a VO such that (f, x) -iv,(w) < ,B + E for 
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every (x, W) E D*. We also notice that for any W, there exists (a, 6) E D* such 
that /3 - E < (f, a) -j&G). Let us consider U = (V n V,,)/3 3(i, 6) E U 
with 
It impliesjdf? - jvo(6) d 2~ sincejLr(7j) >, 3jvOnv(B). Hence, we obtain 
whence 6 E I’, n V. 
Thus, we conclude that 3(f, 6), Ai - Q E a - Q, B E V,, n I’, such that 
/3 - E < (f, 2) -j”(6) < (f, 2) which is our result. 
(c) By the mean of the proof (a), it can be obviously seen that if the 
subvalue is +co, the covalue is +co. 
(d) If  the covalue is + 00, the subvalue is + co. Clearly, if the covalue 
is +a, the dual program is empty by the virtue of the duality theorem 
(Section 3.2.1). Thus, it does not exist u E Q” such that tAu -f E PO and 
~>((u,a)- l,foranyI*ER. 
Then in view of the lemma below Section 4.2.2 (h being l), it comes 
VEER, VVEY, 3x~A-l(a-Q+ W)nP such that (-f,x)+p<l, 
which proves that the subvalue is +co. 
(e) If  the subvalue and the covalue are both finite, they are equal by 
the virtue of parts (a) and (b). 
I f  the subvalue is +oo, the covalue is fco by (c) and conversely by (d). 
I f  the subvalue is -co, the covalue cannot be finite by (b), then by (d) it 
cannot be foe, whence it is -co. 
And it follows, at last of (a) and (b), that the subvalue is -00, if the pro- 
gram is subconsistent of covalue --oo. 
4.2.2. LEMMA. Let T = (E, P, f,  A, a, Q, F) be a continuous linear pro- 
gram, In. order to have u E Q” such that tAu - f  E PO and M > (u, a) - 1 /X 
(X > 0), it is suficient that there exists W a convex o-neighborhood of F, such 
that (-f, M)E (A;l(W + Q) n P x {A})“. 
Proof. In the view of Theorem 1 (Section 1.1, Part (b)), we obtain 
(A;l( W + Q) n P x {A})” C tA,( W” n Q") + P” x {A}‘. 
I f  
t-f, M) E (K’(W + Q) n P x OH”, 
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then 
C-f, M) E tA,(W” n Q”) + PO x {h)O, 
and, thus, -f = - tAu + v  with u E Q”, v  E PO and M = (u, a) + m, 
mX > - 1. Therefore, u E Q” exists such that tr2u - f E PO, and 
M 3 (14, a) - f (A > 0). 
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